Second Year Award List 2012-13

Dean’s Gold Scholar Award
Kirby Goldstein

Dean’s Silver Scholar Award
Benjamin Snow

Dean’s Bronze Scholar Award
Emily Sherkey

C. Thomas Asplund Memorial Award in Legal Ethics
Jamie Froats

Bereskin & Parr LLP Prize in Patent Law
Darren Blimkie

Blakes Scholar Award
Emily Sherkey

Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP Prize in Corporations and Taxation
shared by
Kirby Goldstein
and
Jessica Weick
Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP Prize in Civil Procedure

Robert Khazam

Feminist Jurisprudence Award

Jessica Wu

Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP Award

Spencer Duggan

George Norman Leipnik Award in Professional Responsibility and Skills Training

Robert Khazam

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Advanced Constitutional Law

Giovanna Di Sauro

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Advanced Intellectual Property

Allison Bernholtz

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Advanced Legal Research

shared by

Meghann Johnston
and
John McIntyre

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Advanced Torts

George Pakozdi
Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Alternative Dispute Resolution
shared by
Kristy Fleming
and
Kamran Jessani

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Children’s Law
Benjamin Snow

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Clinical Correctional Law
shared by
Kirby Goldstein
and
Deepa Negandhi

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Comparative Constitutional Law
Nathan Haldane

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Contested Transactions
Robert Khazam

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Copyright Law
shared by
Zale Skolnik
and
Lucinda Wong

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Corporate Finance
shared by
Douglass Dawson
and
Leah Frances Mangano
Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Criminal Procedure
shared by

Sabrina Goldfarb
and
Benjamin Snow

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Environmental Protection Law

Jamie Froats

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Equality Rights and the Charter

Cody Yorke

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Evidence
shared by

Elisabeth Janse van Rensburg
and
Emily Sherkey

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Feminist Legal Studies Workshop II
shared by

Kristy Fleming
and
Sabrina Goldfarb
and
Jillian Burford-Grinnell

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Immigration and Refugee Law

Hayley Pitcher

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Information Privacy

Vanessa Wynn-Williams
Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in International Human Rights Law

Naheed Yaquabian

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Legality and the Rule of Law

Edward Brook

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Legislatures and Legislation

Graeme Adams

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize Mining Law

Jami Makan

Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Negotiation

Michael Gow

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Securities Regulation

Albert Klein

Reuben Wells Leonard Prize in Sentencing and Imprisonment

Edward Brook

Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Social and Economic Rights

Matthew Kersten

Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Taxation

Chanelle Wong
Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Trademarks and Unfair Competition

Inta Gaikis

Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Trial Advocacy

Robert Khazam

Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Trusts

shared by

Emily Sherkey
and
Lucinda Wong

Rueben Wells Leonard Prize in Wills and Estate Planning

Geoffrey Kelsall

McCarthy Tétrault Prize

Kirby Goldstein

P.E. Newbury Prize in Family Law

shared by

Keith Schultz
and
Benjamin Snow
and
a third year student

Piasetzki Nenniger Kvas LLP Scholarship in IP Law

Darren Blimkie

Stringer Brisbin Humphrey Prize in Labour Law

Allison Di Cesare
Susan J. Serena Scholarship

Kirby Goldstein

Sherrard Kuzz LLP Prize in Labour Law, Employment Law, and Administrative Law

Cody Yorke

Dan Soberman Award
shared by

Jason Au
and
Brittany Sherwood

John Deakin Buckley Walton Scholarship in Administrative Law
shared by

Edward Brook
and
Julia Lauwers